IntroductiolŨ sers want to make computers do certain tasks for them. Traditionally, wc refer to this ambition and rhe means to attain it as programming. In a typical application of Agcntsheets, a system designer will define the look and Ixhavior of domain-specific building blocks. These building blocks constitute [he elements of a high-level visual programming language which can be used readily by end users. End users arrange these building blocks in a work area. The work area has an underlying grid structure analogous to the rows and columns in a spreadsheet. Relationships between building blocks can be cxpllcidy specified by connecting blocks with links or implicitly spccifwd simply by position within the grid stmcture. Each building block has an associated behavioral component which alfows the block to perform an action in response to some stimulus. At the user's request, the behaviors of building blocks can be executed.
Agentsheets is designed to be a high-level substrate to build on and not an end-product, There are a large number of existing appficalions from widely varying domains that have been built using the systcm, including a river basin management system, a children's storybook tool, a front-end to a power statism's expert system [8] Ilrese actions, in mm, may impact the environment.
The Agentsheet is a grid-structured agent container. Every agent has a graphical depiction Lhat is visible in the Agentsheet. Figure 1 shows an Agentsheet depicting a simple electrical system. In this system, the look as well as Lhc behavior of the system components like voltage sources, switches, bulbs and even individual wire segments are captured by agents.
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Depicfion.
The depiction defines the look or graphical representation of the class and stare of the agent.
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Agentsheets' Support for Spatial Reasoning
Iluman problcm solving often involves spalial reasoning. Concepls and relationships of a problcm domain are t~pcd tO a diagrammatic rcprcscn [alion, which is then used for reasoning and communication. "The use of a grid system implies the will to systematize,
[o clarify; the will to penetrate to the essentials, to concentrate; the will to cultivate objectivity instead of subjectivity; .." 
The Voice Dialog Design Problem

Using Agentsheets to Create a Voice Dialog Design Environment
This secLion focuses on how Agermheets supported she ileralive design and implementation of a voice dialog design environment. What we hope to convey is how picking a well-suited high-level substrate enabled a substantial system Lo be built in less than four months. We begin widr a brief description of the current version of Ihe sysLem.
Overview of the Current Voice Dialog Design Environment
The voice dialog design environment provides an on-screen gallery of voice dialog dcsigrr uniLS, such as menus and prompts, and a work area for design construction and simulation. "Designing" involves placing design units imo the work area in accordance with three design unit placement mlcs. These roles are described in the following section. At any time, the behavior of the design can be simulated. Design simulation consists of a visual lrace of the execution path combined with an audio presentation of all prompLs and messages encountered.
The design of a voice mail system constructed in this environment is ilhrsLrated in Figure 10 . . basic user interactions;
. allowing designers to replace the graphic depiction with a textual depiction; and . establishing and managing connective arrows bet ween design elements.
We have described Lhe current state of the system. 'he next seclions discuss how the graphic representation evolved during the design process.
Creating a Voice Dialog Design Representation
Our first pro[oLype of the design environment closely followed the stmcLure chart representation used by the the designers at that time.
However, a major shortcoming of the currenL stmcture chart representation was the sheer quantity of connective arrows. One voice dialog designer claimed that in meetings with customers and other nontechnical product team members, most were so daunted by Lhe complexity of the representation that only a few even tried to understand iL. Furthermore, dre designer rarely added the necessary arcs to describe error and cancellation handling since this would only compound the complex ity problem.
We envisioned lwo methods to help alleviate the arc problem. First, the environmentcould provide ways Lo selectively view or hide subsets of arcs. Or, more radically, the environment could eliminate the need for some or all of these arcs.
We took advantage of the grid-based, strict-spatial reasoning provided by Agentsheets to create a new design representation wilh fewer arcs,
We used this grid structure LOdefine a spatialfy-oriented design language that can be used to determine the placement of and relationship between design uniLs. 
